
BAVARIA NEW SPORT RANGE:  300  |  330  |  360  |  400  |  450

ENGINEERED TO ENJOY.



THE NEW SPORT LINE

BAVARIA’s new SPORT Line redefi nes the design of motor yachts, setting benchmarks in terms of sailing dynamics, comfort and space utilisation. 

Spaciousness and comfort are the maxims of the new SPORT Line. Large hull windows are part of the new lighting concept and now bring even 
more light  and energy into the cabin. At night, a lighting design that makes use of indirect and direct lighting – dimmed at will to suit the mood – 
transforms the motor yachts of the SPORT Line into a cocoon of well-being. 

An intelligent hull concept and powerful engines from MerCruiser and Volvo Penta ensure perfect drive dynamics. As a result, 
the new SPORT Line models combine refreshingly sporty handling with maximum safety and effi ciency.

DESIGN IN NEW DIMENSIONS

details and pictures

SPORT 300 SPORT 330 SPORT 360 SPORT 400 SPORT 450
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BAVARIA

A BAVARIA IS THE PRODUCT OF 
STATE-OF-THE ART MANUFACTURING 

There are those who claim that our boat builders have salt water in 
their veins, even though we build our yachts in the heart of Germany. 
Some say our engineers and designers may have re-invented the 
„Made in Germany“ for yacht building. Be that as it may – here at 
BAVARIA it is our pride to build yachts of the highest quality for 
the whole world in the most modern sailing and motor yacht shipyard 
in Germany.

BAVARIA Yachtbau consists of a 200,000 square metre shipyard with 
a 70,000 square metre production area that includes the lamination 
halls, a joinery shop, workshops and fi ve assembly lines. BAVARIA

THE SHIPYARD
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A BAVARIA boat combines boat building tradition, German engineering and the ability to manufacture yachts precisely 
to the millimeter with the use of modern industrial production facilities. From bow to stern, every BAVARIA is a perfect 
combination of the highest quality, the best materials and the most innovative state-of-the-art fittings and equipment 
available in yacht building today. A BAVARIA is a yacht that has been created for living the perfect experience on the 
water, nothing less.

All BAVARIA yachts are produced in their entirety in Germany  
at the Giebelstadt site – from the first laminate to the last buff  
and polish. This shipyard is one of the most modern and innova-
tive production sites for yachts in the world. BAVARIA  
was the first shipyard in the history of yacht building to use 
robots and modern CNC machines in production.

The entire interior of a BAVARIA, from the solid wood batten in 
each cabin to the entire galley, is produced in the company’s 
own workshop by our experienced boat builders. Each wooden 
part of a BAVARIA receives up to six layers of varnish on its  
own varnish production line.

The hull and deck of a BAVARIA are made of sandwich  
construction with foam inserts. Where fittings are mounted,  
the deck is reinforced with aluminium sheets.  
Using modern transport systems, the deck and hull first go 
through a separate production process each before they  
are screwed and glued together.

BAVARIA – GERMAN-MADE YACHTS

MADE 
IN GERMANY
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DIMENSION DESIGN
GOOD DESIGN IS THE OPTIMUM INTERPLAY BETWEEN 
FORM AND FUNCTION

Designed by Marco Casali and his team from the Italian design agency TOO DESIGN, the new SPORT Line has retained clean, captivatingly beautiful lines. 
The shape of the hull embodies all the knowledge of the nautical architects of Insenaval SL, builders of numerous mega-yachts. The modern, stylish and 
functional interior is the creation of Design Unlimited. But the SPORT Line gets its fi nishing touches and all the technical details from the designers and 
engineers of BAVARIA, who have poured all their collective experience into these new motor yachts. 

Attention to detail, experience and technical standards of the highest quality were the cornerstones for the BAVARIA designers and engineers in 
conceptualising the interior of the new SPORT Line. This applies to every detail – from the choice of fabrics and woods to the newly designed helm. 
In designing the new helm, function and simplicity were the top criteria. The instruments have been arranged according to the strictest ergonomic 
requirements. Nothing should distract the driver from having fun – all the controls and displays can be operated intuitively. 
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BAVARIA  
SPORT 300

The SPORT 300 offers the pure joy of driving a sporty motor yacht. With a focus 
on the essentials, this boat offers stylish comfort like no other motor yacht of 
this size. Meanwhile the skipper is experiencing the true joy of driving at the 
ergonomically designed helm. Another extraordinary feature of the SPORT 300 
is the space for the passenger seat. There two people can enjoy the wind in 
their hair and the view ahead together.

SPORT 300
OPEN or S

More room below deck also means more comfort – and the comfort on board 
a SPORT 300 is truly unique. Below deck, up to four people are comfortably 
accommodated in the living room and in the newly remodeled cabin. Attention 
to detail, experience and technical standards of the highest quality were the 
cornerstones for the BAVARIA designers and engineers in conceptualising the 
interior of the new SPORT 300.  
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The new SPORT 300 combines dynamic sportiness with unparalleled comfort for a motor yacht of its size. Swooshing over the waves at more than 30 knots 
or lying relaxed at anchor in a secluded cove enjoying the sunset, the SPORT 300 is the perfect motor yacht for unique moments at sea.

LIVING
SPACE

SPORT 300 S
Stylish and sporty

The design of the SPORT 300 S combines style and sportiness on one motor yacht.  
A SPORT 300 S is pure driving fun, that is what it was built for. It was with this in mind  
that the engines were designed with optional capabilities. A smart hull design in stable 
sandwich construction and a high freeboard ensure safety and precision handling.

SPORT 300 OPEN
For the pleasure of driving

The SPORT 300 OPEN from BAVARIA has an equipment rack that offers space for radar or 
antennas on board – or any other equipment. A bimini top can be attached to it just as 
quickly as a full tarpaulin cover in the harbour. So even if you are out in the hot noonday 
sun, the crew of a SPORT 300 OPEN is always protected.
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Below deck, up to four people are comfortably accommodated in the living room and 
in the newly remodeled cabin. Attention to detail, experience and technical standards 
of the highest quality were the cornerstones for the BAVARIA designers and engineers 
in conceptualising the interior of the new SPORT 300. This applies to every detail – 
from the choice of fabrics and woods to the newly designed cabin. And the SPORT 300 
has a real bathroom with shower. It’s the ultimate in comfort.

LIFE 
BELOW DECK

Cabin layout

You would expect a galley with large worktops and 
plenty of storage space from a BAVARIA – but fi nding this 
comfort on a 30-feet motor yacht may well come as a 
surprise to some. By just pulling a few handles, the coffee 
table is transformed into a generous sunbathing area or a 
comfortable bed on a weekend trip. 
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TECHNICAL DATA
All data are subject to change without notice and given without warranty.

SPORT 360 ST

Length overall 8,95 m

Length overall with bathing platform 9,31 m

Length hull 8,50 m

Beam overall 2,99 m

Height above waterline 2,73 m

Draught, drive raised (approx.) 0,68 m

Draught, drive lowered (approx.) 1,29 m

Light weight displacement (approx.) 4.700 kg

Fuel tank (approx) 520 l

Water tank (approx.) 120 l 

Passengers (max CE B) 6

Cabins – Heads 1 – 1

Berths 4

Height in cabin (approx.) 1,85 m

Motorisation 

2 x 5.0 MPI 

DTS Brav. III 

(2 x 260 PS/hp, 2 x 191 kw)

SPORT 300 S

SPORT 300 S

details and 
pictures

TECHNICAL DATA
SPORT 300
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BAVARIA  
SPORT 330

The new SPORT 330 from BAVARIA is known for its brilliant handling charac-
teristics. Accelerating powerfully from a standstill, the new SPORT 330 quickly 
reaches a comfortable cruising speed of 20 knots. And for those who want 
more speed, the SPORT 330 will gladly oblige and surge forward to reach a top 
speed of over 35 knots. Security was always a top priority for the designers 
and developers of the SPORT 330. Always agile on the rudder, there is not a 
moment’s loss of control. 

SPORT 330
Experience speed with comfort

Family, guests and friends are welcome at any time on a SPORT 330. The newly 
designed cockpit with wet bar, grill and a comfortable seating area, each day 
at sea becomes an unforgettable experience.
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To relax outside on a sunny day, lower the table in the cockpit of the SPORT 330 to create a generous sunbed 
area for family and friends. The SPORT 330 is a motor yacht on which guests are welcome at any time.

LIVING
SPACE

SPORT 330 S
Sporty style

With a focus on the essentials, SPORT 330 S offers 
stylish comfort like no other motor yacht of this 
size. This is pure driving pleasure in the form of 
a sporty motor yacht. The helm stand with pas-
senger seat for two gives the SPORT 330 S unique 
diversity.

SPORT 330 OPEN
Fun in the sun

Thanks to its large, cleverly laid out cockpit, the 
new SPORT 330 OPEN is the perfect motor yacht for 
a sunny day at sea. Not only does the equipment 
rack have space for radar or antennas, the bimini 
top is also extended from there when you require 
a little shade. The comfort on board a SPORT 330 
OPEN is truly unique!

SPORT 330 HT
Enjoy the elements – under cover or exposed

The SPORT 330 HT has a flexible convertible  
hard top that folds down to create a convertible  
in no time at all. Feel the freedom of the sun  
and the summer wind in the cockpit. A cleverly 
designed camper cover turns the cockpit of  
the new SPORT 330 into a generous saloon with 
views of the sea.  
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Below deck, the new SPORT 330 from BAVARIA is a real yacht where you will lack nothing. The large aft 
cabin with its launch sofa has plenty of cupboards and drawers for storage space – and there is even 
a separate shoe closet. The saloon with its large galley is ideal for a romantic dinner or breakfast with 
family or friends.

LIFE 
BELOW DECK

Cabin layout

The SPORT 330 disposes of a generous aftcabin with a large double bunk. Big cupboards offer large storage  for everything you need 
for a short or also longer trip. Together with the double bunk in the bow four people have more than comfortable place for a restful one night 
aboard the SPORT 330.
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TECHNICAL DATA
SPORT 330 All data are subject to change without notice and given without warranty.

SPORT 360 HT

SPORT 330 S

SPORT 330 HT

details and 
pictures

details and 
pictures

SPORT 330 S

SPORT 330 OPEN

SPORT 330 HT

Length overall 10,06 m

Length overall with bathing platform 10,94 m

Length hull 9,61 m

Beam overall 3,31 m

Height above waterline 
SPORT 330
SPORT 330 HT

2,99 m
3,00 m

Draught, drive raised (approx.)
SPORT 330
SPORT 330 HT

0,67 m
0,68 m

Draught, drive lowered (approx.)
SPORT 330
SPORT 330 HT

1,26 m
1,28 m

Light weight displacement (approx.)
SPORT 330
SPORT 330 HT

5.888 kg
6.064 kg

Fuel tank (approx) 520 l

Water tank (approx.) 150 l  

Passengers (max CE B) 8

Cabins – Heads 1 – 1

Berths 4

Height in cabin (approx.) 1,90 m

Motorisation 

2 x 377 MAG 

DTS Brav. III 

(2 x 320 PS/hp, 2 x 235 kW)
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BAVARIA   
SPORT 360

OPEN, Hardtop (HT) and now also available as a COUPE, the new SPORT 360 
has become even more versatile. The entire cockpit was designed to meet 
modern requirements and has turned into a real chill-out-area. At night, the 
seating area around the cockpit table at the stern is a wonderful place to  
have a relaxing drink or dinner with a small group of friends. By day, just 
pulling a few handles transforms this same space into a sunbathing area of 
unusually generous dimensions.

SPORT 360 COUPE
Always flexible with ample light

A large sliding door on the stern opens and closes to transform the cockpit of 
the 360 SPORT COUPE into a real saloon. The intelligent, unique lighting and 
spatial design of the SPORT 360 COUPE offers pure luxury.
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BAVARIA’s new SPORT 360 is pure added value: added variability in the cockpit, added light and air in 
the saloon and in the cabins, and added power with a hull that is shaped optimally for a motor yacht. 

LIVING
SPACE

SPORT 360 HT
Closed – yet open to anything

Closed whenever you want, yet open to anything: 
the SPORT 360 HT is whatever you want it to be.  
A large sunroof opens at your fingertips, the hard 
top becomes a convertible – the epitome of luxury! 

SPORT 360 OPEN
Open for driving fun under endless skies

Feel the wind, feel the power of the engines and 
enjoy the sporty driving characteristics: the SPORT 
360 OPEN is made for the pleasure of driving  
on the water. 

SPORT 360 ST
With a soft top to shield from the sun

Just let the sun stream into the cockpit and enjoy 
the luxury of a SPORT 360 ST. Two of you at the 
ergonomically designed helm, six of you around 
the large cockpit table: On the SPORT 360 ST, 
family and friends have comfortable space for an 
unforgettable day at sea. 
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The SPORT 360 is available in a choice of three trim versions – CLASSIC, 
MODERN and STYLE – which can be combined with two interior styles created 
by the BAVARIA designers. Regardless of the combination, there is a style 
to satisfy the taste of every owner.

LIFE 
BELOW DECK

Cabin layout

A room only comes to life with the right lighting. In the 
SPORT 360, the designers have invested a lot of time 
in developing an ideal lighting concept. The result is that 
each cabin appears to be even bigger and more luxurious 
than it already is.
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TECHNICAL DATA
SPORT 360 All data are subject to change without notice and given without warranty.

SPORT 360 COUPE SPORT 360 ST

SPORT 360 OPENSPORT 360 HT

SPORT 360 OPEN

SPORT 360 ST

SPORT 360 HT

details and 
pictures

details and 
pictures

details and 
pictures

Length overall 10,80 m

Length overall with bathing platform 11,66 m

Length hull 10,28 m

Beam overall 3,59 m

Height above waterline 
SPORT 360
SPORT 360 HT
SPORT 360 COUPE

3,24 m
3,19 m
3,18 m

Draught, drive raised (approx.) 0,70 m

Draught, drive lowered (approx.) 1,15 m

Light weight displacement (approx.)
SPORT 360
SPORT 360 HT
SPORT 360 COUPE

6.613 kg
6.791 kg
6.951 kg

Fuel tank (approx) 520 l

Water tank (approx.) 250 l

Passengers (max CE B) 8

Cabins – Heads 2 – 1

Berths 4

Height in cabin (approx.) 1,90 m

Motorisation 

2 x 5.0 MPI 

DTS Brav. III 

(2 x 260 PS/hp, 2 x 191 kw)
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The SPORT 400 combines sportiness and luxury in one motor yacht.  
Luxury is evident even in the small details, such as the large swim platform. 
The rest? That is up to the owner’s taste – in every conceivable detail.  
The SPORT 400 OPEN is the ideal boat for a dream of a sunny day out,  
the SPORT 400 COUPE offers perfect design and the SPORT 400 HT  
guarantees pure wellbeeing on the water. 

SPORT 400 COUPE
Perfect all-round visibility through the large windows

Protected from the elements while driving out at sea, yet able to keep an eye 
on everything – the SPORT 400 COUPE offers unimpeded all-round visibility. 
On the stern, the electric sunroof and generous sliding glass doors open to 
transform the cockpit into a saloon.

BAVARIA   
SPORT 400
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SPORT 400 HT
The epitome of luxury and comfort  
combined with functionality

Open the sunroof and let the sun stream into the  
cockpit of your SPORT 400 HT – inimitable luxury for  
a perfect day on the water. An open cockpit and a  
large swimming platform, ideal for relaxing at anchor. 

SPORT 400 OPEN
Luxury, as open as a motor yacht can possibly be

Soak up the sun on the large sunbathing area on the 
foredeck, chill out in the cockpit or enjoy the sunset 
from the stern by transforming this space into a com-
fortable seating area by just pulling a few handles.

SPORT 400 ST
Luxurious and spacious with a soft top

Enjoy the sun wherever, whenever and however  
you want. Simply open the soft top and invite the  
day into the cockpit. Start the engine and feel the  
wind – the SPORT 400 ST offers so many options. 

An analysis of thousands of customer requests lies behind every detail of the SPORT 400. These were all  
uncompromisingly incorporated into this motor yacht, with the focus being on comfort, luxury and functionality. 

LIVING
SPACE
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Spaciousness and comfort are the maxims below deck of the new SPORT 400. Large hull 
windows are part of the SPORT 400’s new lighting concept and now bring even more light 
into the cabin. At night, a lighting design that makes use of indirect and direct lighting – 
dimmed at will to suit the mood – transforms the SPORT 400 into a cocoon of well-being. 

LIFE 
BELOW DECK

Cabin layout

An owner’s cabin with the dimensions of a suite, 
with plenty of storage space for everything from 
T-shirts to evening dress. The saloon and 
the galley form an inviting space for memorable 
dinners or simply to relax and enjoy the evening 
on board.
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TECHNICAL DATA
SPORT 400

SPORT 400 COUPE SPORT 400 ST

SPORT 400 OPENSPORT 400 HT

SPORT 400 OPEN

SPORT 400 ST

SPORT 400 HT

Length overall 12,21 m

Length overall with bathing platform 12,21 m

Length hull 11,65 m

Beam overall 3,99 m

Height above waterline
SPORT 400
SPORT 400 HT
SPORT 400 COUPE

3,59 m
3,38 m
3,36 m

Draught, drive raised (approx.) 0,70 m

Draught, drive lowered (approx.) 1,15 m

Light weight displacement (approx.)
SPORT 400
SPORT 400 HT
SPORT 400 COUPE

8.645 kg
8.984 kg
9.129 kg

Fuel tank (approx) 720 l

Water tank (approx.) 250 l

Passengers (max CE B) 12

Cabins – Heads 2 – 1

Berths 4

Height in cabin (approx.) 2,10 m

Motorisation 

2 x 377 MAG 

DTS Brav. III 

(2 x 320 PS/hp, 2 x 235 kW)

All data are subject to change without notice and given without warranty.

details and 
pictures

details and 
pictures

details and 
pictures
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BAVARIA   
SPORT 450

The SPORT 450 was designed for one purpose only, and that is to make dreams 
come true. A motor yacht for people for whom style and luxurious design is 
not only a way of life, but also the expression of their personality. An elegant 
silhouette, powerful lines and a fusion of modern and discrete design are  
the outward features of the SPORT 450. On the inside, this motor yacht sports 
a stylish interior with many design options are the interior features. Distinct, 
clever details in the best boat building tradition are part for the course for 
BAVARIA.

SPORT 450 COUPE
Closed yet open

The SPORT 450 COUPE meets your requirements, whatever your wish. With 
big windows and a sliding door to the stern, the SPORT 450 COUPE offers 
unparallelled views and maximum flexibility. Under the large and comfortable 
sunbathing area on the stern of the SPORT 450 is a dinghy garage that  
could also be used as storage space for everything you need for your favourite 
activities on a sunny day on the water.
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Ending an unforgettable day at sea in the beautiful ambience of a picturesque harbour – surely this 
is but a dream. BAVARIA has poured all its innovative power into the SPORT 450 to make dreams come 
true. Luxurious elegance and classy design along with the highest quality in every detail reflect this 
dream that is now reality. 

LIVING
SPACE

SPORT 450 HT
Flexible luxury 

The SPORT 450 HT meets your requirements, whatever your wish. 
It is speed and luxury under one roof. At the push of a button, the 
sunroof or the soft top opens up on the SPORT 450 HT whenever 
you want to let the sunshine in. You would be hard pressed to 
find more luxury and comfort on a motor yacht. The SPORT 450 
HT offers you the choice to share the pleasure of luxury out on 
the water – intimate moments in small groups of two, four or six 
people, or even spending time with all your friends.

SPORT 450 OPEN
Pure openness

The SPORT 450 OPEN is the most a motor yacht can offer in  
open air luxury. Feel the wind from the ergonomic helm, enjoy 
the view of the sea and allow the sun to spill into the cockpit 
unhindered. The SPORT 450 OPEN offers inimitable elegance for 

a perfect day on the water with family and friends.

SPORT 450 COUPE
Closed luxury

The SPORT 450 COUPE defines the possibilities of motor yachts 
designed in new dimensions. The generous sliding doors on the 
stern transform the cockpit, sun lounger and swim platform into 
one space on the SPORT 450. But the real luxury of the COUPE 
version is the flexibility it offers to close the doors without having 
to sacrifice the greatest possible all-round visibility. 
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The saloon of the SPORT 450 offers maximum luxury with many possible combinations. Choose between 
a 2-cabin-version with a long, top quality galley or the 3-cabin-version with two comfortable guest 
cabins – in developing the SPORT 450, the designers have given each variant its own stylistic charac-
ter. But all the variants share the smart lighting concept from windows, hatches and LED lighting that 
gives the saloon a bright, classy look no matter what the day is like outside.

LIFE 
BELOW DECK
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Under the large and comfortable sunbathing area on the stern of the SPORT 450 
is a dinghy garage that could also be used as storage space for everything  
you need for your favourite activities on a sunny day on the water. There is space 
for folding bicycles, diving equipment and much more – just one of the many 
clever space solutions on board a SPORT 450.

Not only you, but also your friends and family should feel completely at 
home on board. The ideal place for relaxing is the big sitting area in  
the cockpit. Depending on how many guests are on board the size of the 
 table can be adapted. More freedom with more flexibility is the maxim 
adopted in the design of the new SPORT 450. When enjoying a relaxing lunch 
there is the wetbar with grill and fridge directly opposite the sitting area.

FOR FRIENDS 
AND RELAXATION
The helm position offers a perfect overview of the SPORT 450 navigation area. 
All instruments and controls fit logically and intuitively into the dashboard. An 
elegant design underlines the functionality.

The cockpit of the SPORT 450 is ergonomically designed and so full of comfort. 
The design and the construction team at BAVARIA invested much time and 
experience into every detail in the development. The result is a perfect living 
space for an unforgettable day at sea.

3-cabin-layout

2-cabin-layout
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TECHNICAL DATA
SPORT 450 All data are subject to change without notice and given without warranty.

details and 
pictures

details and 
pictures

details and 
pictures

SPORT 450 COUPE SPORT 450 ST

SPORT 450 OPENSPORT 450 HT

SPORT 450 OPEN

SPORT 450 COUPE

SPORT 450 HT

 Length overall 13,83 m

Length overall with bathing platform 14,99 m

Length hull 13,22 m

Beam overall 4,41 m

Draught, drive raised (approx.) 0,75 m

Draught, drive lowered (approx.) 1,10 m

Fuel tank (approx) 1.500 l

Water tank (approx.) 410 l

Passengers (max CE B) 12

Cabin – Heads 2 – 2 / 3 – 2

Berths 4 / 6

Height in cabin (approx.) 2,10 m

The SPORT 450 will be supplied with different engine options from 
Volvo Penta. The wide range of individual options and possibilities 
to customize the SPORT 450 can be found in the actual price list 
which your dealer can send you. All BAVARIA dealers can be found 
under www.bavaria-yachtbau.com
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FEATURES
SPORT LINE

MORE FREEDOM THROUGH MORE FLEXIBILITY

Entirely redesigned, the seating area at the stern of the SPORT 360, the SPORT 400 and the SPORT 450 can be converted 
into a sun lounger in the blink of an eye – relax and enjoy a drink at dusk or chill out in the sun during the day in a single 
space that offers both options.

LIGHTING CONCEPTS TO SET THE MOOD, DAY OR NIGHT

Large hull windows are part of the SPORT 360 and SPORT 400’s new lighting concept 
and now bring even more light into the cabin. At night, a lighting design that makes 
use of indirect and direct LED lighting – dimmed at will to suit the mood – transforms 
the saloon into a cocoon of well-being. 

In designing the new helm, function and simplicity were the 
top criteria. The instruments have been arranged according to 
the strictest ergonomic requirements. Nothing should distract 
the driver from having fun – all the controls and displays can 
be operated intuitively.

The seating area in the cockpit is a study in mutltifunctionality – enjoy dinner around the table or 
pull a few handles to connect the backrests to the sun lounger opposite the helm and transform this 
space into another chill out area.
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INTERIOR 
SPORT LINE

A SPORT represents new dimensions in design, in her lines and in her trim and furnishings, above deck and below.  
Upholstery, finishes and woods were exquisitely matched to each other and united in the lines CLASSIC, MODERN and STYLE. 
Classic with mahogany, stylish with teak or entirely modern with oak, each SPORT is pure individuality and luxury. 

CLASSIC

MODERN

STYLE

MODERN

STYLE

MAHOGANY

OAK

TEAK

PACKAGE

CLASSIC

FLOORWOOD UPHOLSTERY STANDARD
(incl. cushions)

UPHOLSTERY LEATHERETTE 
(incl. cushions)

UPHOLSETERY LEATHER
(incl. cushions)

THREE PACKAGES,  
EACH WITH TWO OPTIONS FOR CHOOSING THE FLOOR 

CLASSIC, MODERN OR STYLE:  
EACH PACKAGE ALLOWS AN INDIVIDUALLY CHOSEN COMBINATION OF UPHOLSTERY

Chestnut

Ocean Line

Anthracite Leather Creme White

Leather Dark Brown
Walnut

Ocean Line

Walnut

Ocean Line

Standard 
Light Grey

Melange

Standard 
Brown

Sand

Standard 
Brown

Leatherette Beige

Leatherette Dark Brown
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TM

EXTERIOR 
SPORT LINE

SNOW SAND

STONE

SANDSTONE

ESPRESSO

MACADAMIA

METEOR

BRONZE

CHAMPAGNE

REGATTA

ICE-WHITE

STANDARD OPTION PARTNERS
We apply exacting standards to the production and quality of our yachts. 
Equally, these standards must also be met by the equipment, furnishings and 
accessories we offer. We meet our stringent requirements by collaborating 
with renowned business partners, all of which are market leaders in their 
respective fi elds.
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Bavaria Yachtbau GmbH · Bavariastraße 1 · D-97232 Giebelstadt · Tel. +49 9334 942-0 · Fax +49 9334 942-1160
www.bavaria-yachtbau.com · info@bavaria-yachtbau.com

Some of the yachts shown here are equipped with optional extras which are available at an additional cost. Some details are based on design drawings and the final execution might differ. 
 This catalogue is not a part of a contract. All descriptions, photos, etc. are for illustration purposes only. GB
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